
Projection Design

Two projectors will be placed behind the set for rear-projecting onto the windows. A 
third projector will be put into the catwalks to project onto the entire set from the front. 
The combination of front and rear projections can create exciting opportunities for visual 
depth. There will be times (like during the driving and snow scene) when front projection 
will take care of the foreground and rear projection will take care of the background. At 
other times, (like during the warehouse scene) rear projections can show something 
happening in the real world, while front projections can show more abstract imagery 
that the characters see.  



Warehouse
Seven, Dose and JC start off in a warehouse. As each character activates their spray-
paint, the cans will light up with their color. At the same time, projections will come up to 
show what each character is spraying. The stage will stay dark at first so that the tags 
light up the stage.

LIST FOR ROBIN - 
- Tag for Seven, Dose, and Jace
- Thoughts on what each character’s color will be



College party
A pivitol moment in the play happens at a party with art students. This scene should feel 
different from the locations where the LOH crew is in control. Projections from the back 
windows will show lights from downtown Chicago, while projections from the front will 
evoke strings of Edison lights, giving the scene a more upscale, artsy-but-elegant kind of 
look that feels completely different from the LOH crew’s style. 



Heaven spots
Jace’s third monologue in the show takes us to his “heaven spots.” Fantastical colors 
and styles will show that these spots are as much a state of mind for Jace as they are 
actual places. Front projections will convey a stylized industrial landscape. Rear projec-
tions will portray the Chicago skyline, the real world far in the distance.

Two projectors will be placed behind the set for rear-projecting onto the windows. A 
third projector will be put into the catwalks to project onto the entire set from the front. 
The combination of front and rear projections can create exciting opportunities for visual 
depth. There will be times (like during the driving and snow scene) when front projection 
will take care of the foreground and rear projection will take care of the background. At 
other times, (like during the warehouse scene) rear projections can show something 
happening in the real world, while front projections can show more abstract imagery 
that the characters see.  



Snow/Driving
The crew are driving through the streets of Chicago when the perfect moment comes for 
them to make their masterpiece. We don’t have a physical car on stage, so projections 
will be extremely helpful in telling this part of the story. Streetlights will move backwards 
in space on the wall, helping with the illusion of movement. A cloudy outline of the city 
will berear-projected onto the windows. 



Media Response
The media response to the incident goes beyond what any of the LOH crew had antici-
pated. Likes, tweets, and comments will fill up the wall as the crew realizes the extent of 
the buzz that their piece has created. In the final moment of the scene, all the buzz and 
excitement will be wiped out by the news graphic asking people to call the police with 
information.


